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2018 Cyber Incident & Breach Trends Report “All Bad”
The Internet Society’s Online Trust Alliance just released its "2018 Cyber
Incident & Breach Trends Report," which says “2018–Some Better,
Some Worse, All Bad.” That’s our experience, too. Here are the
highlights from the report. Read more
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U.S. Cyber Command Issues Warning About Microsoft Outlook
Vulnerability
Hackers are targeting U.S. government networks, according to U.S.
Cyber Command, which says there is a vulnerability of CVE-2017-1174,
which is a two year old flaw in Microsoft Outlook that is being used by
attackers to install remote access Trojans and other malware. Read
more

NEW+NOW
Connecticut Budget Includes Insurance Data Security Law
For those of you who don’t know, a fun fact is that Robinson+Cole is one
of the oldest law firms in Connecticut, and among our claims to fame is
that we represented Mark Twain and Helen Keller. We are quite proud of
our history and our reputation, and rightfully so. We are steeped in
Connecticut law, and we follow it closely, even when it is buried in the
580-page Connecticut budget bill! Yes, on page 288 of the budget bill is
the Connecticut Insurance Data Security Law, which is applicable to our
insurance clients. Read more

DRONES
ULC Model State Drone Legislation to be Discussed
The Uniform Law Commission (ULC) is set to meet this week and next in
Anchorage, Alaska to discuss and vote on model state legislation
concerning drones. The ULC’s proposed legislation is an attempt to
recognize the fact that drones can be transformative to search and
rescue, inspection and logistics, but that when misused, a drone could
violate the rights to privacy and the quiet enjoyment of private
property. Read more
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PRIVACY TIP #198
Cybersecurity for Tax Professionals
Tax information for your clients can be a highly sensitive topic. The IRS
has laid out guidelines to help protect taxpayers' data, as improper
protection can lead to criminal penalties for the tax professionals
involved. Read more
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